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SAFEhome

household
 1. Main traffic areas are clear of clutter

 2. Flooring height variances are no greater than a 
quarter inch from room-to-room

 3. All rugs have a non-slip backing or have been 
attached to the floor

 4. All frequently-used items are within easy reach

 5. Furniture is positioned for clear walking paths

 6. Furniture is easy to get in and out of  
without strain

 7. Phone is pre-programmed with emergency 
contacts, and settings are adjusted so ringer 
and speaker can be clearly heard

 8. Handrails have been inspected or installed to 
add additional support where needed 

 9. Poles and grab bars have been installed where 
extra stability is needed

 10. Stairways and outdoor areas have non- slip 
grips on railings and steps for extra tread

 11. Cords and wires have been removed from 
walkways, from underneath rugs, and 
positioned safely along walls

 12. Edges of stairways are marked for additional 
visibility

lighting
 13. High traffic areas are equipped with adequate 

lighting for daytime and nighttime visibility

 14. Nightlights are installed throughout the home:  
in hallways, bedrooms, bathrooms and stairs

 15. All rooms are evenly lit to make it easier for 
eyes to adapt while moving from  
room-to-room and to reduce shadows

 16. Motion detection lights have been installed in 
bathrooms and outdoor areas  

bedroom
 17. A lamp or flashlight is within easy reach  

of the bed

 18. Bedrails are installed to prevent falling and to 
assist in getting out of bed 

 19. Height of bed has been adjusted for ease of 
getting in and out of bed

 20. Furniture with sharp edges is moved away 
from bed, to minimize injuries in case of a fall  

 21. A pathway is well-lit from bedroom  
to bathroom

 22. Non-skid slippers or socks are worn, or placed 
near bed to prevent slips

bathroom
 23. Floors, shower and tub have non-skid  

surfaces installed

 24. Grab bars have been installed near toilet  
and tub

 25. Elevated toilet seats are installed for comfort  
and safety

 26. Frequently used hygiene products are within  
easy reach

 27. Water heater is set at 120 degrees or less to  
avoid scalding

 28. Shower is equipped with safety chair and 
detachable shower hose for safe, easy bathing  

kitchen
 29. Frequently used items are within easy reach 

 30. Step stool with handrail is easily accessible to 
assist in reaching tall shelves and cupboards 

 31. Clutter is removed from cooking areas

 32. A timer that can move from room to room is  
used while cooking

 33. Food expiration dates are checked and  
expired food is disposed of 

 34. Easy-to-grab knobs and handles are installed

 35. Microwave is located within easy reach on 
countertop

auto
 36. Additional mirrors have been installed for 

increased visibility

 37. Cushions or seat adjusters have been added 
for additional visibility, and devices have  
been installed for ease of getting in and out  
of the vehicle  

 38. Blanket and emergency safety kit are located 
in vehicle at all times

 *These tips and products are meant to assist in the prevention  
 of falls; however, they may not prevent all falls.

Safety doesn't happen by accident.
It’s smart to be proactive by preventing falls 
or other injuries that can occur at home 
or on the road. Small changes as simple as 
removing clutter or adding lighting in key 
areas can increase your safety and security. 
The following checklist can help you 
eliminate potential hazards now and avoid 
being sorry later.*


